Higher School of Economics Academic Journals (UDB-HSE)

Key journals from one of Russia’s top universities

Consistently ranked as one of Russia’s top universities, the Higher School of Economics is a leader in Russian education and one of the preeminent economics and social sciences universities in eastern Europe and Eurasia. Having rapidly grown into a renowned research university over the last two decades, HSE sets itself apart with its international presence and cooperation. Now a dynamic university with four campuses, HSE is a leader in combining Russian education traditions with the best international teaching and research practices. Since 2013, HSE has been a member of the 5-100 Russian Academic Excellence Project, a highly selective government program aimed at boosting the international competitiveness of Russian universities.

The Higher School of Economics Academic Journals (UDB-HSE) collection includes 10 titles from this respected institute on a number of topics including economics, education, law, psychology, management, and more.
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- **Archive:** 2011-present
- **Language:** Russian
- **City:** Moscow
- **Country:** Russia
- **Frequency:** Varies
- **Format:** PDF, article-based
- **Producer:** East View Information Services
- **Platform:** East View Universal Database

UDB-HSE Titles

The Higher School of Economics Academic Journals (UDB-HSE) collection contains the following titles:

**Ekonomicheskii zhurnal Vysshei shkoly ekonomiki** [Экономический журнал Высшей школы экономики]
Quarterly, first published 1997, archive from 1997-present
Theoretical and applied problems of economics, related methodological problems, including the problems of statistics and the teaching of economics.

**Forsait** [Форсайт]
Quarterly, first published 1997, archive from 2017-present
The journal is dedicated to theoretic and applied questions of strategic forecast, scientific and innovation policy. The authors are among the leading Russian and international experts. Each issue contains theoretic articles, analysis of practical experience, reviews of conferences and seminars.

**Gorodskie issledovaniia i praktiki** [Городские исследования и практики]
Quarterly, first published 2016, archive from 2016-2019
The Journal aims to advance the theory and practice of how cities, urban areas, and communities function and develop. The purpose of the journal is to create a common language among various professionals dealing with urban issues in the current fluid and highly unpredictable environment.

**Pravo. Zhurnal Vysshei shkoly ekonomiki** [Право. Журнал Высшей школы экономики]
Quarterly, first published 2008, archive from 2017-present
The journal publishes materials on the topical issues of legal science, the state of Russian justice, as well as the general tendencies of law evolution in contemporary world.

**Psikhologiia. Zhurnal Vysshei shkoly ekonomiki** [Психология. Журнал Высшей школы экономики]
Quarterly, first published 2004, archive from 2017-present
The Journal contains concepts, research and methodical guides of leading Russian and foreign schools of psychology, articles by leading Russian scientists and exclusive articles by foreign psychologists in Russian. Each issue contains a collection of articles dedicated to certain psychological problems.

**Rossiiskaia ekonomika: prognozy i tendentsii** [Российская экономика: прогнозы и тенденции]
Monthly, first published 1993, archive from 2017-present
Monthly short-term forecasts of the main economic indicators. Analysis of current trends in industry, agriculture and finance. The state of the state budget, the social sphere and foreign trade. Chronological account of economic highlights. Analyses and forecasts are done by independent experts on the basis of reliable statistics.

**Vestnik mezhdunarodnykh organizatsii: obrazование, nauka, novaia ekonomika** [Вестник международных организаций: образование, наука, новая экономика]
Quarterly, first published 2006, archive from 2017-present
Contains complex information about the activities of international institutions (European Commission, G-8, Organization for Economic Cooperation, World Bank, UN and UNESCO) in the sphere of education, science and new economics with the aim of widening the the scope of information and raising the quality and effectiveness of participation of Russian students, professors, lecturers and experts in international cooperation.

**Voprosy gosudarstvennogo i munitsipal’nogo upravleniia** [Вопросы государственного и муниципального управления]
Quarterly, first published 2007, archive from 2017-present
The journal takes upon the task of collecting, analyzing and providing evaluation of data, as well as publishing complex information about researches in the area of theoretic and practical problems of public administration. The authors rank among the leading Russian and international experts. Each issue contains theoretical articles, analysis of practical experience (both Russian and international), the data of monitoring conducted reforms, discussions of current problems, reviews of publications and legislation in the sphere of public administration.

**Voprosy obrazovaniia** [Вопросы образования]
Quarterly, first published 2004, archive from 2017-present
Covers theoretical and applied problems of education in Russia. Features articles of leading Russian and foreign scientists and experts. Each issue contains discussions, criticism, reviews of publications and legislative acts in sphere of education.

**Economika v shkole** [Экономика в школе]
Semi-annually (2 per year), first published 1996, archive from 2011-2013
“Economika v shkole” magazine – the country’s first specialized scientific and informative and educational and methodical edition for teachers of schools, lyceums, gymnasiums, heads of educational institutions and seniors.